Perfect Integration brings cost savings,
convenience to employee pharmacy

“Perfect Integration”—all the technology you
need to run your pharmacy.

SP Central Workflow coordinates the entire pharmacy dispensing process.

Southeastern Regional Medical Center operates a
pharmacy for employees of the Medical Center. According
to Annette Bullard, PharmD., Assistant Director of
Pharmacy, offering the benefit is a great convenience for
the employees and provides a cost savings to the hospital,
which is self-insured.

record can be placed in a marked location. Additionally,
each prescription can be flagged for a location, such as
refrigerator or reconstitution. Then, at the point of sale,
the batch label is scanned and we know where to find
each prescription.

“Another feature that helps us provide better patient care is
the ability to insert comments throughout the process. For
“When deciding to automate the pharmacy, the ScriptPro
example, we can add a note to ‘Remind Mrs. Smith to pick
workflow and management systems were attractive
up the OTC when she gets her
because they are a turnkey, one
prescription.’ You can also select
vendor solution,” Annette says.
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“The Perpetual Inventory
feature has really simplified our
inventory process. Our inventory
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wholesaler, through the electronic data interchange, what
keeps all prescriptions for one patient together at all
medications we need and the quantity. We can click on
times. If one prescription is scanned for a patient, all the
a button to see what we are ordering at any given time.
prescriptions for that patient drop into a queue on the
Then the inventory is sent to us, and after a visual check to
screen so that at point of sale, the technician knows to get
verify everything we ordered, we just click a button on the
all prescriptions for that patient.
screen to automatically update our inventory count.”
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